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Materials that
Mentor ... it’s

eleMent O r y
Evidence Based!
Alphabet Learning in Toddlers: Http://etd.lsu.edu/docs/available/etd-11072007-162300/
Sight Word Learning in Toddlers: Http://etd.lsu.edu/docs/available/etd-06062008-144403/
Word Learning in Autism: http://etd.lsu.edu/docs/available/etd-04102008-185157/
Parent Training Phon Aware: http://www.asha.org/Events/convention/handouts/2008/1746_Norris_Janet/ Phonemic Awareness and Language in preK: Http://etd.lsu.edu/docs/available/etd-06032008-133935/
Phonemic Awareness in Kindergarten and PreK: Report to the LA DOE
Sight Words 1st - 4th: http://www.asha.org/Events/convention/handouts/2007/1415_Norris_Jan/ Grammar and Syntax Learning: Http://etd.lsu.edu/docs/available/etd-01052006-114234/
Grammar and Syntax: http://www.asha.org/Events/convention/handouts/2007/1046_Norris_Jan/ Grammar and ESL Learning: http://etd.lsu.edu/docs/available/etd-05272012-174438/
AAC Storybook Reading: Http://etd.lsu.edu/docs/available/etd-06112007-175920/
AAC Developmental Disable: http://www.asha.org/Events/convention/handouts/2011/Butler-Norris-Meaux/ Articulation: http://www.asha.org/Events/convention/handouts/2010/SC20-Williams-Lynn/ Articulation: http://www.asha.org/Events/convention/handouts/2007/1600_Norris_Jan/ Articulation: http://www.asha.org/uploadedFiles/2013-Convention-Seminar-Sessions.pdf Articulation and Spelling: http://www.asha.org/Events/convention/handouts/2007/1221_Norris_Jan/ SDS Semantic CCSS Intervention: http://etd.lsu.edu/docs/available/etd-07072013-150752/
Rhyme: http://etd.lsu.edu/docs/available/etd-10152012-212259/
Spuzzle Rhymes: http://www.asha.org/Events/convention/handouts/2010/1755-Randolph-Crystal-2/ -
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Books, alphabet cards, wall letters, and more!
Find us at www.eleMentOry.com
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MorphoPhonic Dictionary

Articulation-Literacy worksheets are
designed to accomplish speech sound
and reading goals in one activity

Letter-Sound Articulation (s,r,l,k,g,m,n,w,f,v,b,p,ch,th)
Worksheets 70 pages + Articulation Phonics
376 worksheets for s,r,l,f,k,g,ch,sh,th
provided free on a bonus CD
1. Decode words using
target vowel pattern
2. Use Phonic Face to
cue correct speech
production for each word
3. Read sentences while
maintaining correct
articulation
4. Talk about picture
while maintaining correct
articulation

Letter-Sound Articulation Worksheets plus Bonus CD of Articulation
Phonics Worksheets (initial, medial, final phonemes). #AR1.... $25

35 Spuzzle Rhymes
(Spelling Puzzle Rhymes)

at

th
b

b

ear

Rhyming
you can
see!

MP 32: MorphoPhonic Alphabet Dictionary ... $20

Four Leaf Luck
The first tool that teaches language at
the complexity level of classroom text
Four Leaf
Luck

+
80 free

Learning to rhyme is EASY when children can see what it means to rhyme.
Rhyming words make real pictures. Self-teaching, great for learning
centers. Item# PH 20 7 sets (42 cards) of Spuzzle Rhymes..... $25

bonus
programs

International Phonetic Alphabet
This Windows-compatable CD-ROM program teaches
you how to listen for and transcribe the phonemes and
allophones of American English. Video clips of speakers
producing words are provided as practice materials.
Feedback is provided on transcription accuracy.
# PH 46 Phonetic Transcription CD-ROM ... $17
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) cards
# PH 45............$20
The IPA symbols are drawn in the faces to represent
speech production cues. Great for teaching or learning
phonetics or a second language.

Phonic Faces Basic Books

Manual with detailed script for each slide
With each grade level syntactic complexity increases in noun and
verb phrase elaboration, as well as the number of sentences
conjoined and embedded. This program uses animation to unpack
grade level complex sentences so that children can see how they
are derived from multiple simple sentences. Then, step by step
animation recreates the complex sentence. Patterns are made
explicit as conjunctions or relative pronouns fly into place and are
identified with clovers indicating the part of speech. This is the
perfect tool for SLP’s, classroom teachers, or others interested in
improving children’s ability to process complex language resulting
in better reading fluency and comprehension.
Item # LA 33: 4 Leaf Luck plus 80 bonus* programs...$30

2 Autism Intervention Programs on
PF 20:
PF 21:
PF 22:
PF 23:

Book 1: Letters a - i ..... $8
Book 2: Letters j - r ..... $8
Book 3: Letters s - z+ ..... $8
All 3 Basic Books ...........$24

In a study conducted at LSU, 20-24 month old toddlers
learned letters and sounds after reading these books 5
minutes 3 times per week for 6 weeks ... and still
remembered them when tested 6 weeks later. Each
book has 12 pages and features 9 letters printed on
glossy card stock paper.

CD and Manual

This CD demonstrates strategies for
working with young children with
autism. Focusing on the nonverbal or
preverbal child, the video
demonstrates how to interact with the
child in a manner that will establish
communication skills.
AU 01: Autism Intervention CD and
Manual ............$20

Try our Articulation-Literacy worksheets
designed to accomplish both goals
in one activity
Letter-Sound Articulation Worksheets cue
speech using MorphoPhonic words. The
Phonic Face provides visual cues for the
speech production of the target sound; letters
superimposed into pictures cue meaning and
facilitate sight word learning. Children learn
literacy skills while practicing articulation!
Principals will love your contributions to
school literacy.

Teacher worksheets focus on a
phonic rule, such as short and long
vowels. SLP worksheets focus on
a consonant sound. These
Articulation Phonic hybrids work
on consonant sounds while
teaching syllables, long and short
vowels and other phonic skills. The
Phonic Faces provide speech cues
for the production of target sounds
in initial, medial and final position
of words, words in sentences, and
spontaneous talk about the picture
using target words.

Letter-Sound Articulation
Worksheets 70 pages +free bonus CD

376 lesson plans for s,r,l,f,k,g,ch,sh,th

Articulation Phonics
Worksheets
1. Decode words using
target vowel pattern
2. Use Phonic Face to
cue correct speech
production for each
word
3. Read sentences
while maintaining
correct articulation
4. Talk about picture
while maintaining
correct articulation
Letter-Sound Articulation Worksheets
plus Bonus CD of Articulation Phonics
Worksheets = $25

Phonic
Faces

MANUAL. The 318 page 2nd Edition manual
has five chapters that provide complete
explanations of how to introduce each
Phonic Face, detailed teaching activities for
letter/sound, phonemic awareness, and
phonics learning, skill level charts, example
lesson plans, suggested thematic units,
activities for use of Phonic Faces books, how
to use Phonic Faces in early childhood
classrooms (pre-K through 1st grade), use
with special populations such as dyslexic,
learning disabled, or speech impaired,
benefits to children with auditory processing
disorders, and much more!
Item#
PF 02: Manual ....................................$35
PF 01: Complete Kit (manual*, cards,
summary chart in carrying case $60

Playing Cards

PHONIC FACE CARDS. The 46 faces show
the letter-to-sound relationship for 46 sounds of
English. The “L” looks like an elevated tongue, the
“p” looks like a lip. Children imitate the mouth
positions and can begin successfully sounding out
words, even those who have poor phonemic
awareness. Use Phonic Faces to learn the
alphabet, find sounds in word positions, rhyme,
blend, spell, learn phonic rules, and as a visual cue
to sound production in articulation therapy.
Separate cards for r-er-ar-or.
Item#
PF 03: 46 3.5” x 4” Phonic Face cards ............. $20
PF 07: 26 5” x 7” Large Phonic Face cards.... $28
PF 09: 46 5” x 7” Large Phonic Face cards.... $45
PF 11: 26 11” x 11” Classroom Size cards ......$108
PF 13: 46 11” x 11” Classroom Size cards .......$170
PF 30: 26 3 x 21/2” Mini Cards .....................$ 3.75
PF 17: 2-sided 8.5 x 11 Summary Chart .......... $ 5

Phonic Faces Stickers!
International Phonetic Alphabet
(IPA) cards. The IPA symbols are

Play cards and learn letters,
sounds, phonemic awareness,
sound blending, spelling, plus
colors, numbers, and many other
skills. Play 14 different card games
including Phoneme Family
Concentration, Say That Sound!,
Card Scrabble, Phoneme Fish,
Sound Blending Challenge,
Phonic Rummy, and Old Silent e.
Ideal for learning centers. Use the
cards to make flip books for your
toddlers who love looking at the
faces and imitate the sounds.
PF 15: Deck of 48 cards...... $12

Phonic Faces
Train

drawn in the faces to represent speech
production cues. Great for teaching or
learning phonetics or a second
language.
PF 45: 40 cards . $20

Vowel Charts
These 11 x 17” posters
picture the vowel
patterns for each vowel.
Phonic Faces are used
to show short vowels,
double vowels, silent e
and others. Manual
included.
PF 25: 5 vowel charts
..$8.00

Make your own games and materials with
Phonic Faces stickers or reward your students
for great work with these letter and sound
reminders.
1 sheet of 63 small 1” round stickers .... $1
1 sheet of 80 small 1” square stickers .. $1
1 sheet of 20 large 2” square stickers .. $1
Choices: 26 alphabet letters, 34 alpha +
digraphs, single letter, consonants only, or
vowels only

Spanish
Phonic Face
Cards

Item#

WS 25 Reproducible Phonic
Faces-Spanish worksheets.......$15

Place the faces in beginning,
middle, and end of word train
car for spelling, sound blending,
rhyme, phonemic awareness,
sound substitution, phonics rules,
and more!

PF 19: Manual, Train + 48
two inch letters ..$10.00

SPANISH PHONIC FACE CARDS. These faces show the letterto-sound relationship for sounds of Spanish. The “L” looks like a
jumping jaw, and the “y” variation in spelling is shown as well.
Children imitate the mouth positions and can begin successfully
sounding out words in Spanish.
Item#
PF 04:
PF 08:
PF 12:
PF 18:

3.5” x 4” Phonic Face cards (27 cards).......... $20
5” x 7” Large Phonic Face cards (27 cards).. $30
11” x 11” Classroom Size cards (27 cards).... $115
8.5 x 11 Summary Chart ............................. $ 5
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2 Sizes of MorphoPhonic Faces

Uncut
sheets
of
MF Mini
Cards

Standard Size
Noun + Morpheme set

MorphoPhonic Dolch Word set

This set includes the 95 Dolch
high frequency nouns, plus
the 8 inflectional morphemes
(plural, verb tense,
possessive, -er, -est) and 10
common derivational
suffixes.

This set includes the 220
Dolch "service words"
(pronouns, verbs,
prepositions, adverbs,
conjunctions, and
adjectives) PLUS 14 BONUS
words.

Item #: MP 30:

Item #: MP 29
234 Cards = $50

113 cards = $25

Mini Size
Mini MorphoPhonic
Dolch Cards
This set includes 240
cards, including the 220
Dolch words (high
frequency functional
words). These are great
for sentence building as
well as practicing sight
word recognition or using
as communication board
symbols. Comes in 10 full
sheets of uncut cards.......
$25

Mini MorphoPhonic
Dolch Nouns
This set includes the high
frequency nouns
identified by Dolch as
those occurring most
often in oral and written
language. Comes in 4
full sheets of uncut cards.
......$10.00

Mini MorphoPhonic
Affixes
This sheet of 24 affixes
includes all of the
inflectional and the high
frequency derivational
morphemes. Fabulous
for teaching language,
reading, spelling, dialect
differences and more!
....$2.50

5
different
sets
MorphoPhonic Extras
New extra cards are added as we
need them for preschool, AAC users
and others. These include animals,
foods, vehicles, colors, furniture, body
parts, clothing, toys and high
frequency verbs. The current set
comes in 15 sheets of uncut cards.
......$37.50

Mini Phonic Faces
Phonic Faces cards are now available
in mini size. One set of 32 uncut cards
......$3.75

Index Cards
C
B
A

Keep your
MorphoPhonic
Faces
organized

MP 31a Standard Size ... $5.00
MP 31b Mini Size ........... $5.00
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Phonic Faces Alphabet-Storybooks teach phonemic awareness, rhyme,
letters and sounds,language skills, sounds, articulation, and more ............
Just by reading!!
Effy huffed and puffed
at the flame

Effy’s Fan

But that made
the flame flare
higher and higher!

ff
ff
ff ff
ff ffff
ff f f f f f f
ff

f

f
by Jan Norris

6

Brush your teeth
Ethan Evan

to snuff out the fire.

Effy’s Fan

Gigi’s Big Gulp

Dedra’s Drum

Celia Saw a
Chameleon

Aich
the Hero
Icky Carrots

Amy Ann’s Day

Jay’s
Jumping
Jaw

a
by Jan Norris

7

Omar Otto’s
Occupation

Tina’s Tapping Ts

Enos and His

Arlene’s R

Engine

Bouncing Bejay

a

Phonic Faces books fit common themes in
early childhood curricula: Getting to know
me; Family and culture, World adventures,
People and occupations, Plants and animals

Emmet’s
Magic Meal
Elton Likes to
LLLick

Katie’s Cough

Ester’s Pet
Queen Q’s
Quest

Peter Pops

Good Night,
Wyley Ely
Zeke’s Buzzing Bees

Eunice Ulma
Understands
the Universe

Y

i

y

e

z

uh

u

by Jan Norris
by Jan Norris

8 digraph &
diphthong
books

Evidence
Based!
Shown to be
effective in Head
Start, parent
bookreading, low
readers, AAC users,
Regular Size
preK, kindergarten, 8.5” x 11”
and articulation. Ask
for study data.

Double-UU’s
Wonderful
Waves
Venus’
Adventurous
Vacation

P

J

Silent E
phonics
book

The Expert
Dr. X

by Jan Norris

k
by Jan Norris

26 book
complete
alphabet set

by Jan Norris

by Jan Norris

Whitney,
is it Spring?
Oinky’s Choice

oi

by Jan Norris

Owdy’s
DinOWsaurs
wh
by Jan Norris

Theo’s New
Clothes
th
by Jan Norris

by Jan Norris

Regular Size Personal size
Individual books .................. $ 8 .............. $ 4
Set of 26 books (A - Za) .........$208 ............ $104
Set of 8 digraph books .........$64 ...............$ 32
Personal Size
5.5” x 5.5”

Complete set of 34 ...............$272 ............ $136
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Amy Ann’s Day

The stories fit common
themes, making it easy to
create thematic activities
around the books, or to
integrate the books into
your existing themes.

aces Books

f

Phonic Faces books contrast long and short vowels and
teach letter/sounds as a natural part of the story
Ay! They are
great daisies!

a

a

a

Use Phonic Faces
books to locate letters
and make the letter
sounds as a natural part
of the story.

aaaa

a
Miss A had a
happy day.

by Jan Norris
2

Amy Ann was sad.
3

Phonic Faces books fit common themes in early childhood curricula
Eunice Ulma
Understands
the Universe

Colorful pictures, interesting stories, and
topics children relate to make these books
favorites to read over and over, each time

Eunice Ulma looked
up at the moon.

Eunice Ulma blinked
at the sun.

uh

u

uh

u
uh

u

Phonic Faces books teach story structure,

by Jan Norris

cause-effect, concepts and much more!

Effy’s Fan

Effy huffed and puffed
at the flame

But that made
the flame flare
higher and higher!

ff
ff
ff ff
ff ffff
ff ff ff f
f ff

f

f
by Jan Norris

6

to snuff out the fire.

Figure 1.
Parent Print References Before and After
Training while Reading Emergent Literacy and
Phonic Faces Books
40

“Uh, I wonder where
it goes at noon?”

6

5

“Uh, I wonder why
there’s only one?”

Phonic Faces books teach rhyme, sound in
word position, and phonemic awareness
Enos and His

“Do you hear the bus?”

“I think I hear a train,”

Engine

7

n
by Jan Norris

n

n

n

n

n n n nn

nn n n

wondered uncle Gus.

7

8

n

n

nn n

said little Mary Jane.

35.9

Print References

35
30
25
19.7

Emergent Literacy

20

Alphabet Storybooks

15

10.9

10
5
0
0
Pretest

Posttest

Only Phonic Faces books
elicited talk about print
just from reading

Phonic Faces books
elicited more talk about
print after parents and
Head Start teachers were
shown a 5-minute model.

Figure 1.
Head Start Teacher Print References Before and
After Training while Reading Emergent Literacy
and Alphabet Storybooks Books

30
26.17

Print References

25
20
15.33
15

11.67

Alphabet Storybooks

10
5
0.167
0
Pretest

Emergent Literacy

Posttest

Head Start Teachers were asked to read a Phonic Faces Alphabet
Storybook and a comparable emergent literacy storybook. Pretest
shows that only during the Phonic Faces reading did teachers point to
print or mention letter-sounds, rhyme, or phonemic awareness.
Following a 5-minute model, teachers began to point to print and
rhyme during reading for both types of books, but quickly forgot to
address print after 7 or 8 pages for the traditional storybook. Phonic
Faces books make it easy to remember and find words that can
naturally be used to teach phonemic awareness and print knowledge,
resulting in statistically greater responses both pretraining and
following the 5-minute modeling. The same results were obtained for
parents reading to their children. (ASHA national convention, 2003).

Writing
Letters
and
Words
Letter-Sound Phonemic
Awareness Worksheets
Teach phonemic awareness, print
awareness, letter-sound, and auditory
discrimination using these Letter-Sound
worksheets. The Phonic Faces provide the
needed multisensory cue for listening for
sounds in different word positions and
matching them to the alphabetical letter.
The Phonic Faces provide the transitional
step missing in other worksheets.
Consonant and vowel worksheets included.
Item#
Ws26 Reproducible Letter-Sound Phonemic
Awareness Worksheets ............... $20

Writing Letters and Words. The 34
reproducible writing pages teach letter
formation for upper and lower case letters
and provide dotted line letters for word
writing. Each page is coordinated with
Phonic Faces books and has something for
children to draw (the ball in Bejay's hand)
and color.

Phonic Faces Letter Writing Worksheets.
The 34 reproducible writing pages teach
letter formation for lower case letters.
The letter shapes are shown cuing the
associated sounds (i.e., the curve on the
“b” appears as the bottom lip). Supports
for writing the letters begin with tracing
letters and gradually fadel.

Ws28: Letter-Word Writing Worksheets... $15

WS 29: PF Letter Writing Worksheets... $15

Letter-Sound Learning Worksheets
These reproducible worksheets include letters and pictures
that help children learn letters and letter-sound
correspondence. These worksheets are designed to be
used with the corresponding Phonic Faces alphabet
storybook. Worksheet pages for each alphabetical letter
and consonant and vowel digraph are included.
WS27 Reproducible Letter-Sound Learning Worksheets ...$15

Voice Meters provide children a visual cue for loudness
and vocal abuse. Before they speak, remind them to stay in
the "good speech" range. Easily used in classrooms for speech
kids or the whole class, as well as in therapy.
SP42: Set of 3 Voice Meters ....... $5

Phonic Faces Worksheets
These reproducible worksheets include an outline of
Learn to Punctuate Visually Worksheets each Phonic Face in both 8.5” x 11” and 3.5” x 4”
This 34 page reproducible workbook has activities sizes. Children learn about the letter and how it’s
shape makes the sound by drawing the letter in the
and worksheets for teaching children to
mouth
and coloring the Phonic Face.
punctuate visually. Children learn to use
Item#
capitalization, periods, questions, quotations,
WS 24 Reproducible Phonic Faces
apostrophes, and commas within dependent
worksheets................................ $15
and independent clauses by SEEING what the
WS
24 Spanish worksheets ......... $15
marks mean and what they communicate.
LA 35: Punctuate Visually Worksheets ............ $20

Visual Grammar

L
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Visual Punctuation Marks

Learn parts
of speech
through
pictured
definitions
The complete Language Arts curriculum is
pictured, including: subject/predicate,
simple/complex, subject/predicate, noun,
regular and irregular plural, pronouns,
adjectives, verbs (action, linking, verb tense,
transitive, intransitive, infinitive), adverb,
participle, preposition, direct object, indirect
object, conjunction, articles and more.
Item#
LA 34: 44 Visual Grammar cards.... $20

Visual Punctuation Marks teach children what a
punctuation mark is does by representing the
meaning of the marks visually. Mount the poster
in your classroom or provide a notebook sized
chart.
LA36: Punc Chart 8.5 x 11 ................$5
LA37: Punc Poster 11 x 17 ................$10
LA45: Punc Stickers (set of 5) ............ $5

Manual: Level 1: Counting, L 2: Add and
Subtract, L 3: Regrouping, L 4: Double Digits,
Level 5: Hundreds Place
Addition Ants
Teaches place value, addition, subtraction and
regrouping up to 1000.
Item# M 43:
Manual, 17"x11" board + 100 tokens...$12.00

3 Dimensional Model of Language and Learning
Understand how to work within the
Common Core State Standards

SDS Model
Situational

Discourse

Identify the characteristics
of the learning situation
and learn to manipulate it
for maximum learning

Identify the organization of the
learning situation and learn
how to add complexity

A

Semantic

levels labeled

Identify the levels of meaning used to talk about and process
meaning. Learn how to scaffold to increase levels of meaning.

SDS Manuals

SDS Boards

B

definitions

Situational

Discourse

Example SDS Lesson Plans
Download Free at elementory.com

Semantic
LA53
Small
Semantic
stickers

SDS Boards identify the complexity of the learning context and
suggests how to better support learning (Situational), and cues
children to talk about an object, picture or concept at
progressively higher levels of Semantic complexity, from labels
and descriptions to inferences, evaluations and analogies. The
Discourse board guides construction of narrative and expository
text from simple sequences to highly interactive text structure.
The manuals provide complete guides for using the levels for
clients from preK through adult. The perfect tool for Common
Core Curriculum and collaboration with classroom teachers.

LA50: SDS Boards Labeled and Definitions and 3 manuals....$25
LA51: SDS Boards Labeled (no manual) ................................$4
LA52: SDS Boards Definitions (no manuals).............................$4
LA38 1 Large
LA53: SDS 8 sets of Small Semantic Context Stickers..............$5
set of Semantic
& Storyboard LA38: 1 set of large 2” Storyboard & Semantic stickers...........$5
stickers
10
9
8

11 12 1

7 6

5

TITLE

2
3
4

Time

Characters

Setting

Problem

Plan

Attempt

Outcome
I think ...

Evaluation

LA38 LG stickers

Boards and paintsticks
not provided with
stickers

Storyboard
Manual

LA39 SB stickers SM

LA40 Storyboards tagboard

Storyboards are great visual tools for learning story grammar:
Time-Character-Setting-Problem-Plan-Attempt-OutcomeEvaluation. Use the storyboard to guide story retelling for
improved reading comprehension, chart story episodes to follow
complex plots, and plan story elements to write better stories.
Place the large stickers on a strip of balsa wood to make a
classroom board, the small stickers on paint sticks to make
personal boards. Worksheets can be used to write story elements
for comprehension or for generating well structured stories. (Balsa
wood or paint sticks not included). Manual included.
Item#

LA41 Storyboard Worksheets

LA42 Story Writing Worksheets

LA38: 1 set of large 2” Storyboard & Semantic stickers...$5
LA39: 10 sets of small 1” stickers .................................. $5
LA 40: 3 Storyboards with definitions, tagboard ............ $5
LA 41: 20 color Storyboard worksheets .........................$5
LA 42: 3 Storyboards with definitions, tagboard ............ $5
LA 43: 20 Story Planning (2) worksheets ......................... $5
LA43 Story Writing Worksheets

Watch 7 FREE Language and Literacy Modules!

Links available at
ElementOry.com
This project was sponsored by a Louisiana
Board of Regents eLearning-Innovation
Grant. Ashley Meaux PhD; Jan Norris, PhD

Order Form

Signature: ___________________________________

Credit card
Visa Mastercard
Name on card: _________________________________
Card number: __________________________________
Expiration date: _________________________________

$_____________
$_____________

send to:

Baton Rouge, La 70810
eleMentOry.com
Fax # 866/503-8372
mail@eleMentOry.com

eleMent O r y
1655 Rue Crozat

Materials + Book Subtotal
$______________
Louisiana residents
add 5%
______________
Shipping and handling add 10%* _______________
(*International orders at cost):
_______________
TOTAL
_______________

Materials subtotal
Books subtotal

(Prices subject to change)
Cost Quan Total
Phonic Faces basic set in handy carrying case (manual, 3.5x4” cards, summary chart
$60 ___________
Phonic Faces manual
$35 ___________
Phonic Faces 3.5” x 4” cards (English alphabet unless Spanish is checked)
__ PF 04 Spanish version
$20 ___________
Articulation-Literacy Worksheets: Phonic Faces Letter-Sound plus free bonus Articulation-Phonics CD............ $25 ____________
26 Phonic Faces large 5” x 7” cards (English unless Spanish is checked)
__ PF 08 Spanish version
$28 ____________
42 Phonic Faces large 5” x 7” cards ............................................................................................................
$45 ____________
26 Classroom size 11” x 11” cards
(English unless Spanish is checked)
__ PF 12 Spanish version $105 ____________
42 Classroom size 11” x 11” cards ................................................................................................................ $170 ____________
48 Phonic Faces deck of cards
(English unless Spanish is checked)
__ PF 16 Spanish version
$12 ____________
Phonic Faces summary chart
(English unless Spanish is checked)
__ PF 18 Spanish version
$ 5 ____________
Phonic Faces Train (with letters and manual) .................................................................................................... $10 ____________
Phonic Faces Basic Books ____ PF 20 Book 1(a-i) ____ PF 21 Book 2 (j - r) ____ PF 22 Book 3 (s - z) $8 each ____________
PF 23 All 3 Basic Books ... $24 ____________
Reproducible Phonic Face worksheets (English unless Spanish is checked)
__ WS 25 Spanish version $15 ____________
Reproducible Letter-Sound Phonemic Awareness worksheets ........................................................................... $20 ____________
Reproducible Letter-Sound Learning worksheets .............................................................................................. $15 ____________
Reproducible Writing worksheets
___PF Letter Writing
___Letter and Word Writing worksheets.............. $15 ____________
MorphoPhonic Dolch Word ......................... a ___ 234 Standard cards $50.....b___240 Mini cards $25.....
____________
MorphoPhonic Noun + Morpheme set....... a___ 113 Standard cards $25.... b___96 Mini cards $10...
____________
MP31a___ Mini 360 extra cards $37.50 31b___ Mini Morpheme cards $2.50 31c___PF 24 Mini Phonic Faces $3.75 _____________
MorphoPhonic Index Cards ........................ a___Standard cards ................. B___ Mini cards ...................... $ 5 _____________
MorphoPhonic Faces Alphabet Dictionary ....................................................................................................... .$20 ____________
Syntax CD: Four Leaf Luck (including 80 bonus programs) ................................................................................ $30 _____________
Visual Grammar cards (set of 44 cards) ............................................................................................................ $20 ____________
Learn to Punctuate Visually ............................................................................................................................... $20 ____________
Visual Punctuation Marks: ___LA 36: large 11x17 poster ..$10 __ LA 37: 8 ½ x11 chart... $5 ___stickers ..$5 $5/10 ____________
Storyboard: LA 38: large stickers __LA 39: small stickers LA 40: tagboard 20 worksheets LA 41 42 43 .. $ 5 ____________
SDS __LA50 Manuals and boards..$25 __LA51 Boards w/labels $4 __LA52 Definitions $4 __LA53 stickers $5
Spuzzle Rhymes (7 sets of rhymes, 42 cards) ................................................................................................... $25 ____________
Voice Meters ......................___ (set of 3) ................___SDS Semantic Levels chart (set of 2) ............................. $ 5 ____________
Addition Ants (place value, addition, subtraction, and regrouping up to 1000) ................................................ $12 ____________
Phonic Faces Phonetics 3.5” x 4” cards (phonetic symbols in faces for each phoneme) ................................. $20 ___________
CD ROM Phonetic Transcription Program .......................................................................................................... $17 ___________
CD Autism Intervention: Learning to Communicate ........................................................................................ $20 ____________

Check or purchase order # _______________________
Your name _____________________________________
Street _________________________________________
City, State, Zip ___________________________________
Phone number: __________________________________
email address __________________________________

WS 24
WS 26
WS 27
WS 28
MP 29
MP 30
MP 31
MP 33
MP 32
LA 33
LA 34
LA 35
LA
LA
LA
PH20
SP 42
M 43
PH 45
PH 46
AU 01

ITEM
PF 01
PF 02
PF 03
PF 05
PF 07
PF 09
PF 11
PF 13
PF 15
PF 17
PF 19
PF
Alphabet

Quan Person Reg
$4
$8

$104 $208
Set of 26 books A to Z
AS 90 ..... ____________
Set of 34 books A-Z+digraph
$136 $272
AS 91 ..... _____________
8 consonant+ vowel digraph
$ 32 $64.
AS 92 ..... _____________
8 vowels (a,e,i,o,u,oi,ow,oo)
$ 32 $64.
AS 93 ......_____________
Book subtotals .......................... $
.

AS 50 Amy Ann’s Day ........... ______________
AS 51 Bouncing Bejay........... ______________
AS 52 Celia Saw Chameleon______________
AS 53 Dedra’s Drum.............. ______________
AS 54 Brush Your Teeth Ethan.______________
AS 55 Effy’s Fan..................... ______________
AS 56 Gigi’s Big Gulp............. ______________
AS 57 Aich the Hero ............. ______________
AS 58 Icky Carrots ............... ______________
AS 59 Jay’s Jumping Jaw .... ______________
AS 60 Katie’s Cough .............______________
AS 61 Elton Likes to LLLick ..... ______________
AS 62 Emmet’s Magic Mea. ______________
AS 63 Ennos and His Engine. ______________
AS 64 Omar’s Occupation.....______________
AS 65 Peter Pops ................. ______________
AS 66 Queen Q’s Quest ....... ______________
AS 67 Arlene’s R ................... ______________
AS 68 Ester’s Pet ................... ______________
AS 69 Tina’s Tapping T’s......... ______________
AS 70 Eunice Univererse......... ______________
AS 71 Venus’ Vacation ......... ______________
AS 72 Double-UU’s Wave.s.....______________
AS 73 The Expert Dr. X............______________
AS 74 Good Night, Wyley Ely. ______________
AS 75 Zeke’s Buzzing Bees..... ______________
______________
Digraphs/Diphthongs
AS 76 Oinky’s Choice ........... ______________
AS 77 OOO, Look! ................ ______________
AS 78 Owdie’s DinOWsaurs....______________
AS 79 Ch, Ch, Aaa-Choo! ....______________
AS 80 Shush! You Hush! ........ ______________
AS 81 Theo’s New Clothes .... ______________
AS 82 Whitney Is It Spring?..... ______________
AS 83 Yng’s Song ................. ______________
______________
Phonic Rules
AS 84 Silence! Mr. E..............._______________

ITEM

Phonic Faces
AlphabetStorybooks

